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You may not have heard of Shopkick yet, but it’s one of the best examples of the dramatic changes facing retailers now. An application that runs on iPhones, Shopkick pays consumers “kickbucks” — reward coupons — just for checking in when they enter Best Buy, American Eagle, Macy’s, or other participating retailers. Additional kickbucks are available for performing particular actions — for example, scanning a poster on a store’s dressing room wall into the iPhone camera. The kickbucks can be redeemed for gift cards and donations to charitable causes. Moreover, when shoppers at Best Buy show their iPhones running Shopkick to the cashier, they receive instant discounts.

Combining the location-finding power of the global positioning system (GPS), the ubiquity of the cell phone, and the creativity of online marketing, Shopkick and many similar applications are altering the consumer landscape. At a time when retailers are struggling to reach customers, who have become more and more hesitant to spend in a soft economic environment, this new use of technology will divide retailers further.

These numbers will surely grow rapidly, if only because the penetration of smartphones (a category that includes the iPhone, Android, BlackBerry, and others) is expected to increase from 17 percent in the U.S. and 15 percent in the E.U. today to 74 percent and 43 percent, respectively, by 2014. By 2013, as many as half the consumers in a typical retail store will use their smartphones for shopping.

Some retailers are already racking up impressive sales from m-commerce. In July 2010, Amazon reported that annual global
revenues from mobile devices, including its Kindle reader, had reached $1 billion. Likewise, eBay expects its 2010 mobile commerce revenue to be between $1.5 and $2 billion; one item is sold via eBay Mobile every two seconds. The incentives for fence-sitting retailers to join this movement are high, because m-commerce builds loyalty, and returning m-commerce customers purchase items three to four times as often as their e-commerce counterparts.

Meanwhile, new players such as the enormously popular Facebook are entering the field. In August 2010, Facebook launched its “Places” service, which allows the site’s 500 million users to disclose their current location on their home page.

Retailers can tap into this feature to offer products, sales, and buying ideas. Consumers can vet pending purchases with their online network of friends, compare Web-based reviews and ratings, and see prices from a competing store down the street. American Apparel, Best Buy, Dell, Macy’s, Sears, and Walmart use Facebook in this way now. In the Booz & Company survey, upward of 85 percent of customers said that retailers should do more to integrate social networking into their m-commerce offerings.

A Synchronized Experience
In a truly mobile, digital marketplace, no channel exists in isolation. Instead, retailers will increasingly design fully integrated shopping experiences to cater to well-informed, digitally enabled consumers—creating, in effect, a new electronic retail ecosystem. Amazon's mobile offering provides an apt illustration. The online retailer offers real-time cart synchronization across electronic and mobile channels; if you put a CD in your cart when shopping via smartphone, the CD will be there when you log in later from your desktop. On the mobile home page, Amazon provides personalized recommendations, shopping histories, easy access to product ratings and reviews, and product recommendations. Amazon’s most eye-catching m-commerce accomplishment is an application called Amazon Remembers. Consumers can take a picture of a product at a store (or, in fact, an item in their house), and the retailer will within minutes text them with links to similar products for sale at Amazon.

How are the most advanced bricks-and-mortar retailers coping with this kind of m-commerce–driven competition? By providing a mobile experience that keeps shoppers focused on the store they are in. For example, Walmart allows customers to search for ratings and reviews by scanning the barcode of in-store products into a cell phone. This tactic underscores another Booz & Company survey result: Conversion rates (turning browsing into sales) increase by as much as 240 percent when consumers view ratings and reviews while shopping—in this case, it was for orders under $200. Looked at from a more negative perspective, retailers that don’t give customers a way to get the purchasing insight they need from their own ecosystem and that don’t offer jazzy mobile shopping features will only drive their consumers to

---

**Smartphones in the Shopping Aisle**
Mobile commerce is already a significant factor in retailing in the U.S., France, Germany, and the U.K., particularly for electronics and apparel shoppers; the biggest users are in the 25–34 age group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile Commerce, 2011 Forecast</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BY PRODUCT CATEGORY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparel</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music &amp; video</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food &amp; grocery</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewares</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health &amp; beauty</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do-it-yourself</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BY AGE GROUP</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15–24</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–34</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Booz & Company
find reviews and offers someplace else, creating a chance for a competitor to, in effect, enter their store.

Best Buy has a still more ambitious approach. Its “twelpforce,” founded in 2010, is a large group of employees who answer customer questions posed on Twitter about brands and models. Most of these tweets are sent by consumers while they are in Best Buy stores.

The most innovative uses of m-commerce have yet to be invented. A high-end clothing retailer, for example, could develop a mobile app that allows customers to take pictures of outfits they like on the street or at work, mix and match items in virtual closets showing photos of the clothing in their physical closets, combine this set of information with recommendations from the retailer, and share possible purchases with friends via social networks to collect instantaneous buzz that will help them make their decisions. As this illustrates, the retailer of the not-too-distant future will have to stay on top of customer preferences from any number of sources of data – pictures, video, chat, and who knows what else – and serve up highly targeted offers at the right price to coax the consumer to buy a new blouse that she has been thinking about or that she just took a picture of while sitting at a café enjoying an espresso.

As the apps grow more sophisticated, anything that transpires on a smartphone — purchases, preferences, products viewed, and reviews — will become part of an ongoing digital log that influences the decisions consumers make and the types of catalogs and offers they receive. Bricks-and-mortar retailers will also synchronize e- and m-commerce activities with in-store point-of-sale systems, creating new levels of potential up-selling, cross-selling, and customer service.

Loyalty and Context

Currently, the least used multi-channel strategy is a well-integrated loyalty program. Best Buy’s “Reward Zone” program, which offers consumers points for purchases and targeted promotions that can be redeemed at stores or online, is one of the few that can be freely accessed in any sales channel. Yet according to the Booz & Company survey, 54 percent of consumers would like to have a mobile loyalty account that provides credit, points, and promotions across a variety of physical and virtual outlets.

With m-commerce just getting off the ground, retailers have many options. The Booz & Company survey offers some relevant insight. Respondents were asked to provide information on the mobile commerce features that they use — in homes, offices, and retail stores — along with the impact of those features on their final purchase decisions. The most commonly used application in homes and offices was taking a picture of a product to share with friends. In stores, consumers most frequently used their smartphones to view mobile ads, ratings, or reviews. They stated that ads changed their purchase decisions 38 percent more often in stores than at home or in the office.

Also popular is the ability to compare product prices among stores via smartphone. Consumers compare prices more often in stores than at home or office, but the influence of this feature over the final purchase decision is consistent in all contexts. Researching product information via smartphone was also high on the list, regardless of the shopper’s location.

Play to Your Strengths

If you are a retailer seeking an m-commerce strategy, your first step should be to make a solid assessment of your own business. There is no universal, one-size-fits-all path. Rather, a successful strategy should take into account the relevant core technical capabilities of your company, the commercial channels in which you operate (big box or small format retail, e-commerce, kiosks, etc.), the competitive dynamics in your sector, and the current state of the art of m-commerce itself. (Remember, mobile technology is advancing almost daily.) In other words, a mobile strategy needs to adopt the face and persona of the business behind it.

Most retailers begin by leveraging their existing e-commerce capabilities (honored through product websites and supply chain experience) onto mobile channels with
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little customization. This, at least, gets you into the game and achieves some parity in the market. The next phase is the development of advanced m-commerce capabilities to drive revenue growth: attacking key categories, influencing shopper decision making, and shifting purchases away from competitors to claim market share.

In some cases, retailers should take an offensive strategy: injecting offers and product information into smartphone formats that crowd out competitors and directly affect consumer shopping decisions. For example, outdoor equipment and apparel maker North Face uses GPS and cell phone location data to create “geo-fences” in some areas of the United States. These virtual zones provide special purchasing incentives when consumers are near a retail store that sells its brand.

In other situations, a more service-oriented posture is appropriate to protect market share and enrich an already top-flight customer experience. Take IKEA’s use of augmented reality technology, which allows customers to create a virtual model of the room they are buying furniture for (by entering the dimensions) and then furnish it with 3-D models of items to see how well the pieces fit. Providing an experience like this not only is useful for shoppers but also keeps their attention on the store’s products and minimizes the chances that they will browse the mobile Web for alternatives.

In either case, a set of critical capabilities must be developed to enter this arena, including being able to work with third-party service providers such as Shopkick, Facebook, and Web ad placement and analytics firms AdNetwork, DataXu, and AdMob. In addition, there is the very real need to integrate these outward-facing m-commerce solutions with your own internal IT and marketing systems — the systems that currently gather customer information and analyze business intelligence. Indeed, m-commerce will strain traditional marketing analytics and systems, which are generally not prepared to act decisively on real-time data.

As the early adaptations show, mobile commerce implementations will be as different as the businesses that launch them. But there is a common end game of all m-commerce implementations that is as critical as the technology itself: Give customers an enjoyable, rewarding, and inventive channel in which to purchase your products and increase their loyalty. If that goal remains firmly in sight, your recently launched mobile application will soon become as ingrained in your customers’ habits as a 50-year-old catalog or a 20-year-old website.
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